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1 John Savage 4 4 1

2 Chris Zahnzinger 4 2 1

Dice Masters Achievement League at Round Table Games  November, 2017

as of 11/5/17

What is it? An achievement League for Dice Masters  
  
Where does it  Round Table Games at 128 Main St., Ste. A Carver, MA 02330 
happen? 
  
When does it  happen?  A new League starts the 1st of each month.  League Day is Sunday.  League 
battles can be fought at any time. 
  
Cost  $5  
  
Duration  1 month. 
  
What do you get?  Dice Masters fun. 
  
 All entry fees will be given as store credit to 3 players.   
 ● Professor X: The player with the most points at the end of the league. (In the case of a 
tie, use the following to break the tie: earned the most achievements, played the most games.) 
● Over-Achiever: The player with the most achievement points at the end of the league. 
● Overwatch: The player who played in the most games at the end of the league.  
  
 Chivalry points (1 point for every $ spent including the session fee). These can be saved 
for free drinks/ snacks or discounts on products.  
  
 Plus double leaderboard points on League Day.  Play enough and become ranked in the 
leader board and get discounts on related products. 
 The Duke (1st place) in a game gets $5 off tournaments if at least 8 non-RTG staff 
compete, plus gets 10% discount on purchases related to that game.  
 The Count (2nd place) in a game gets $3 off tournaments if at least 8 non-RTG staff 
compete, plus gets 8% discount on purchases related to that game. 
 The Viscounts (3rd and 4th) in a game gets $3 off tournaments if at least 8 non-RTG staff 
compete, plus get a 6% discount on purchases related to that game. 



 The Viscounts (3rd and 4th) in a game gets $3 off tournaments if at least 8 non-RTG staff 
compete, plus get a 6% discount on purchases related to that game. 
 Barons (25% of the remaining registered players) get a 4% discount on purchases related 
to that game. 
 These discounts do not stack with other discounts, sorry.  
  
Rules Latest Rules Reference Document and FAQ https://wizkids.com/dicemasters/ 
  
Requirements You must provide your own cards, dice, tokens, etc.  
  All cards and dice must be accurately represented – no proxies!! 
  League sheets must be turned in each day you play. 
  

League Scoring ❖ 3 points for attendance each Sunday League. 

  ❖ 1 points for each Game played on League Night. 

  ❖ 1 point for each Unique Opponent played against on League Night. 

  ❖ 1 point for completing a Game Achievement. 

    ❖ Multiple achievements may be earned during a single game, but each 
achievement (other than the win achievement) can    
 be claimed only once per league 
GAME ACHIEVEMENTS (each worth 1 point) 
Actions! : All actions, no characters 
Alphabet Soup : each character name starts with a different letter 
Animals : All characters based on real or mythical creatures 
Cheapskate : All cards purchase cost 3 or less 
Diveristy : Each card is from a different set 
Elemental: All cards themed to earth, air, fire or water 
Even Steven : All cards purchased cost even numbers only 
Glass Houses : All dice transparent/ see through 
Goody Two-Shoes : No villains, evil characters, red/black lanterns, etc. 
Guys & Gals : all characters are either male or female 
Hollywood : All characters from the same cinema movie  
It's Got Electrolytes! : All cards (except basic action cards) use a single energy type 
I Know You! : All cards from the same set 
Lanterns Shine the Way : All cards have a lantern symbol / affiliation 
Mob Boss : 1 character purchase cost of 5 or more, all the rest 2 or less 
Modern Age : All cards from Modern Age 
Monochrome : All dice one color 
Newbs Wanted : Use any Starter set plus anything from 1 other set 
Nuthin' Special : No rare, promo, or super rare 
Oddball : all cards purchase cost odd numbers 
OG - win a match using a team consisting of cards entirely from 1 set 
One Love : all cards from one universe 
OP Exclusive : all cards from organized play (blue stripe) 
Pauper : only common/ starter cards 
Quantum Leap : team conists of cards from 3 different universes 
Represent! : all dice color are from a specific sports team 
Sliding Scale : Each character has a different cost 
Spendy : All cards purchase cost 5 or more 
Team Up : Use 4 or more characters from a team pack 
Titles : All card names have a title (Mr., Dr., Mrs., Prof., etc.) 
TV Land : All characters from the same TV/ Netflix/ Amazon/ etc. series 
United : Exactly 1 affiliation 



United : Exactly 1 affiliation 
Villains : All characters are Villains/ Evil 
Win : Win a game in the match 
We are Legion : Team has 1 type of rarity 
Working together : Exactly 2 affiliations 
  


